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An algorithm for satistiability testing in the propositional calculus with a worst 
case running time that grows at a rate less than 2 (o.25 + E)L is described, where f. can 
be either the length of the input expression or the number of occurrences of literals 
(i.e., leaves) in it. This represents a new upper bound on the complexity of 
non-clausal satisliability testing. The performance is achieved by using lemmas 
concerning assignments and pruning that preserve satishability, together with 
choosing a “good” variable upon which to recur. For expressions in conjunctive 
normal form, it is shown that an upper bound is 2”12sL. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An algorithm for satisliability testing in the propositional calculus with a 
worst case running time that grows at a rate less than 2(“.25+E)L for any 
positive E is described, where L can be either the length of the input 
expression or the number of occurrences of literals (i.e., leaves) in it. This 
represents a new upper bound on the complexity of non-clausal 
satisliability testing. We adopt the expression length as the size measure, as 
usual in complexity theory (Cook, 1971); only counting variables is not a 
satisfactory measure because the time required for elementary operations 
on expressions is not bounded by any function of the variable count in 
standard models of computation, such as the Turing machine and random- 
access machine. 
The input to the algorithm is a Boolean expression with connectives and, 
or, and not. The connectives iff and xor are not used. The expression need 
not be in conjunctive normal form or any normal form. The output is 
either “satisfiable” followed by a satisfying assignment, or “unsatisfiable.” 
In the latter case, an enumeration proof is available, but it is very long and 
not very illuminating. 
The algorithm works by a variation of Quine’s method (1950), but for 
inputs in conjunctive normal form (CNF), can be viewed as an extended 
form of the Davis-Putnam method (Davis and Putnam, 1960). The perfor- 
mance is achieved by using lemmas in Section 6 concerning assignments 
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and pruning that preserve satisfiability, together with choosing a “good” 
variable upon which to recur. 
To determine satisliability for a given Boolean expression, the algorithm 
first makes simplifications and assignments that shorten the expression 
while preserving its satisliability, then chooses a variable and recursively 
tests satisliability after each assignment (true, false) to that variable 
throughout the expression. 
A program implementing this algorithm was written in Franz Lisp. Non- 
clausal expressions ranging in size from 48 to 106 literals and 12 to 32 
variables were solved. (Transforming to CNF would have yielded substan- 
tially larger sizes.) Test results are summarized in Section 8. The larger tests 
suggest a growth rate of 2L’12, but the data is nowhere near sufficient to 
support this as a firm conclusion. 
Previous work on efficient satistiability testing (see Goldberg, 1979, for a 
survey) has been concerned primarily with expressions in clause form. 
Transformation of an arbitrary expression into CNF can be done in 
polynomial time only by introducing new variables (Tseitin, 1968). This 
can almost double the number of variables. In addition, the method given 
there (not necessarily optimal) may increase the length of the expression by 
a factor of seven. Without the introduction of new variables, an exponen- 
tial blowup is possible. A linear expansion of problem size, while not 
critical in complexity theory (Cook, 1971) may have a substantial impact 
in practice. In fact, no nontrivial upper bounds have been shown for non- 
clausal expressions. Exponential lower bounds for several proof procedures 
have been shown (Tseitin, 1968; Galil, 1975, 1977), but the bound is so low 
(below 20.0°’ L, as to be of theoretical significance only. In addition, no non- 
trivial lower bound is known for extended resolution (Tseitin, 1968; 
Galil, 1977). 
2. SUCCINCT REPRESENTATION OF BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS 
Boolean expressions are modeled as n-ary trees with two types of nodes, 
operation and leaf: Each operation node is either an and or an or, and may 
have an any number of children. Each leaf is an occurrence of a literal. A 
literal is a “polarized” variable, i.e., either a variable (positive polarity) or a 
complemented variable (negative polarity). Literals can also be polarized. 
In addition, in interim expressions, an operation node may hold a truth 
value by containing and (for true) or or (for false), and no children. 
The input expression may also contain not at interior nodes, but the 
program merely pushes these nots down to the leaves, using DeMorgan’s 
rules. This one-time transformation affects neither the number of variables 
nor the number of leaves, and hence has a negligible effect upon running 
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time. After the nots have been pushed down to the leaves, we call the 
resulting tree an AND-OR tree. 
To analyze running time it is convenient to have a uniform and compact 
representation of Boolean expression trees, which motivates the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let two children of a node both be leaves. If they contain a 
literal and the negation of that literal, they are inconsisrent. If they both 
represent the same literal, one is redundant. These definitions do not apply 
to children that are not leaves. 
DEFINITION. A succinct AND-OR tree is one in which: 
(1) The tree contains a truth-value node (empty and or or) if and 
only if that is the only node of the tree. 
(2) No and has an and for a child; no or has an or for a child. 
(3) Every operation node has at least two children (unless ( 1) 
applies). 
(4) No operation node has inconsistent or redundant children. 
DEFINITION. A Boolean expression is succinct if it is in the form of a 
succinct AND-OR tree. 
It is clear that any AND-OR tree may be transformed into a logically 
equivalent succinct AND-OR tree with no increase in the number of 
leaves. Consequently we shall use the succinct AND-OR tree as the 
starting point for analysis, and use the number of leaves as the measure of 
problem size. 
3. NOTATION 
We shall frequently denote the set of variables in a Boolean expression 
by ~1, . . . . u,, and the literals by x,, ,.., x,. Thus fii is ui negated; xi means 
either vi or fii, and Zi is the negation of xi. Here we say vi is associated with 
x, and Zi, and vice uersa. In the context of a particular discussion, either 
xi = ui or xi= Gi (and 2; = u,), but for purposes of analysis we usually do 
not care which. In some cases we use w, y, and z for literals and u for 
variables, as well. 
We denote the number of leaves in an expression by L, and take this as 
the basic measure of the length of the expression. If we say a literal x 
occurs k times in an expression, we mean that there are k leaves with value 
x and we imply nothing about leaves with value 2. If we say a variable u 
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FIG. 3.1. Illustration of symbols in tree diagrams. 
occurs k times, we mean that there are k leaves with values of either v or 6. 
Similarly, if we say a literal x occurs in a sub-tree, we mean x and not 2’; if 
we say a variable v occurs in a sub-tree, we mean either v or v”. 
We shall use some standardized symbols in diagrams of trees, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Circles denote operation nodes; boxes denote leaves; 
triangles denote subtrees with at least one operation node; a triangle within 
a box denotes a subtree that may be a leaf. For edges, a single line denotes 
one edge, a dashed line an optional edge (i.e., the subtree below it is 
optional). A double dashed line means zero or more edges, and a com- 
bination solid and dashed line means one or more edges. The symbol under 
either type of double line actually represents a set of such symbols. 
Therefore, in the illustration, A is a possibly null forest, B is completely 
optional, and C is a non-null forest in which every top level tree has some 
leaf containing x. Note that names of items are outside the symbols, and 
contents inside. Finally, the two horizontal dashed lines connecting n, and 
n, indicate that they may be the same node; otherwise nodes are taken to 
be distinct. 
4. OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM 
The top level recursive part of the algorithm is described here. It begins 
after an initialization phase in which the user’s input is put into the form of 
a succinct expression and the variables in the expression are identified. In 
general, the input to each recursive instance is a succinct expression, a list 
of the variables in that expression, and a (variable, assignment) pair called 
the pending assignment. For the top level instance, the input expression is 
the original expression (but in succinct form) and the pending assignment 
is nil. The output of each recursive instance is “satisfiable” or 
“unsatisfiable,” together with supporting documentation. One recursive 
instance of the algorithm does the following steps: 
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1. Make the pending assignment and simplify the resulting expression, 
producing the base expression. The base expression becomes the initial 
value of the current expression. 
2. Repeat until no progress is made (terms are defined in Section 6): 
(a) Find dominances and prune the current expression accordingly. (b) 
Apply elementary resolution, if possible. (c) Find satisliability preserving 
assignments, substitute them into the current expression, and simplify it 
into succinct form (Section 2). 
3. Determine satisliability of the current expression: do the first one 
that applies of (3a), (3b), and (3~). 
3a. If the current expression has no more than a predetermined num- 
ber of variables (5 in our implementation), then determine its 
satisliability by the method of truth tables. 
3b. If the root of the current expression is an or, then for each subtree 
of the root: recursively call this algorithm with inputs consisting of 
the subtree and the null assignment pair. The current expression is 
satisfiable if any subtree is satisfiable. 
3c. Otherwise, choose a variable to “branch” on, say u. Recursively 
call this algorithm with inputs consisting of the current expression 
and the assignment (v, true). If it returns “unsatisfiable,” then try it 
with the current expression and (u, false). If it again returns 
“unsatisfiable,” then the current expression is indeed unsatisfiable. 
4. Return “satisfiable” or “unsatisfiable” as determined in (3), together 
with supporting documentation. The supporting documentation consists of 
that returned by recursive calls, with this instance’s assignments and 
reasons prepended. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF WORST CASE RUNNING TIME 
An algorithm like this is usually called “divide and conquer,” but 
actually a better name is “chip and conquer,” because instead of truly 
dividing the problem up, it only chips off a piece of constant size as it 
produces each subproblem. When all subproblems have equal size, the 
analysis is well known (Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman, 1974). This section 
describes the analysis when the subproblems have varying sizes. 
Let T(L) be a worst case upper bound on running time for expressions 
with L leaves, i.e., with length L. Let the cost per recursive step of splitting 
up the base problem into subproblems, including the cost of applying 
satisfiability preserving assignments and of simplifying to succinct form, be 
bounded by P(L). It will be easy to implement the algorithm so that P(L) 
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is quadratic. Most analysis and simplification steps can be made linear 
without much difficulty, but a few present problems, so we take P(L) to be 
quadratic for asymptotic purposes. We shall show later that, depending 
upon the structure of the base expression, one of several cases occurs. Each 
case can be characterized by a small set of positive integers. Say that 
A = {a,, . ..) a,.,} represents one case, that B= {h,, . . . . b,,} represents 
another case, etc. The meaning of the set A is as follows: For case A the 
base problem is split into cA subproblems. The lengths of the subproblems 
are at most L - a,, L - a,, . . . . L - ucA. In the worst case, all subproblems 
are of maximum possible length and all must be solved. Running through 
the cases, we have 
T,(L)<P(L)+ T(L-a,)+ ..’ + T(L-a,.,) 
T,(L)<P(L)+ T(L-b,)+ .” + T(L-b,.,) (5.1) 
. . 
and therefore 
T(L) d max(T,(L), T,(L), . ..I (5.2) 
Let us advance the inductive hypothesis that there exist K and y indepen- 
dent of L, whose values will be determined subsequently, such that for all 
m<L: 
T(m) < IQ”’ (5.3) 
then 
T,(L)<P(L)+ f K"iLL-"=p(L)+KyL -f ?-a,. 
/=I j= 1 
(5.4) 
Now consider the equation: 
It is clear that (for cA > 1) this equation has precisely one real root in the 
range O<y-’ < 1, and no other positive roots. Call this root ya. Similarly 
we define ye, . . . . for all the other cases. Finally, define y* to be the 
maximum y over all cases. The set of possible cases is a property of the 
algorithm, not the problem, as will be clarified later when the specifics of the 
algorithm are discussed. Consequently, y* also depends only on the 
algorithm. Because P(L) is a polynomial, for any given E>O, we can 
choose a K, such that, for all L: 
P(L) + K,(y* + &)“fJy* + E) < K,(y* + E)~. (5.6) 
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A base case for Eq. (5.3) (enlarging K, if necessary) is clearly true, so for 
all L: 
T(L) < K,(y* +&y. (5.7) 
For example, one naive algorithm is to substitute for variables that occur 
with only one polarity, if any, then pick a variable to “branch” on 
arbitrarily. There is only one case, and A = (2, 2) because there are two 
subproblems, each being at least 2 shorter than the base problem. 
Equation (5.5) becomes 2y -2 = 1, and y* = $. 
In order to determine y* for the algorithm of this paper, it is necessary 
to delineate the cases and subproblems that arise. This is done in the 
following sections. 
6. SATISFIABILITY PRESERVING ASSIGNMENTS AND DOMINANCE PRUNING 
If we adopt the convention that false < true (cf. Enderton, 1972, Sec- 
tion 1.5), then we may define functions over expressions as 
eval(E, A) = truth value of E with assignment A (6.1) 
sat(E) = m;x (eval(E, A)). (6.2) 
Assignment here means the assignment of a truth value to every variable in 
E. It is clear that sat(E) is true precisely when E is satisfiable. We observe 
without proof that 
eval(E, v E,, A) = max(eval(E,, A), eval(E,, A)) 
eval(E, A E,, A) = min(eval(E,, A), eval(E,, A)) 
sat(E, v E,) = max(sat(E,), sat(E,)) 
(6.3) 
sat(E, A E,) = min(sat(E,), sat(E,)). 
Now max and min are monotonically non-decreasing in each argument. 
Therefore, in an AND-OR tree, eual at each node is a monotonically non- 
decreasing function of coal at its children. The same is true of sat. 
In the following discussion we shall abuse notation somewhat in order to 
avoid excessive verbiage by writing statements like 
eval( E, x = true) 2 eval( E, x = false) 
when E has other literals besides x. What we mean by this is that the 
inequality holds for any pair of assignmentss that only differ on x (and of 
course 2). 
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The following lemma generalizes the pure literal rule of the Davis- 
Putnam procedure to non-clausal expressions. 
LEMMA 6.1 (triviality lemma). Let E be a succinct AND-OR tree in 
which the literal x occurs but .f does not occur. Then E is satisfiable if and 
only if it is satisfiable with an assignment that includes x = true. 
Proof. Zf is immediate. 
Only if: Proceed by induction from a leaf containing x to the root: 
eval(x, x = true) 3 eval(x, x = false). 
For any subexpression S with subtrees Sj, suppose for all subtrees: 
eval(S,, x = true) 2 eval(S,, x = false). 
Then by Eq. (6.3) the same holds for S. That is, whenever E can be satisfied 
by an assignment that includes x = false, then the same assignment with 
x = true also works. 1 
DEFINITION. For any leaf node n, let family(n) be the set of leaves in 
(the fringe of) the subtree whose root is the parent of n. 
DEFINITION. For any literal x, let families(x) be the union of family(n) 
over all leaves n that contain the literal x. 
We note that any two subtrees either are disjoint or nested. Consequent- 
ly, families(x) can be represented as a disjoint union of family(n,) over 
some subset of leaves {ni} that contain x. Moreover, this subset is unique 
in succinct expressions. This leads to 
DEFINITION. For any literal x in a succinct expression E, the defining 
subset of x is the set of leaf nodes {ni} containing x such that the disjoint 
union of family(n,) is families(x). 
DEFINITION (dominance). Let E be a succinct AND-OR tree (see 
Fig. 6.1) with root node r and other operation node p, such that some child 
q of r is a leaf containing literal x, and some child n of p is a leaf containing 
x or 1. Then we say q is a dominant node; q dominates n; and n is 
dominated by q. 
LEMMA 6.2 (dominance lemma). Let E, r, q, p, n, x be as in the 
preceding definition of dominance. (See Fig. 6.1.) Let El be E with node n 
removed, Let E, be E with subtree p removed. Then for all assignments A : 
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FIG. 6.1. Illustration of dominance. 
(a) If r and p have the same operation and n contains x, 
eval(E, A) = eval(E,, A). 
(b) If r and p have the same operation and n contains 2, 
eval(E, A) = eval(E,, A). 
(c) If r and p have different operations and n contains x, 
eval(E, A) = eval(E,, A). 
(d) If r and p have different operations and n contains 2, 
eval(E, A) = eval(E,, A). 
Prooj (a) Suppose r and p contain and. Any assignment with x = false 
makes both E and E, false, so assume x = true. Then eval( p) is the same in 
both E and E,, and the expressions are identical elsewhere. If r and p 
contain or, then the same argument applies with the roles of true and false 
interchanged. 
(b) Suppose r and p contain and. Any assignment with x= false 
makes both E and E2 false, so assume x = true. Then parent (p) (a descen- 
dant of r) contains an or and eval(p) = false. Therefore, eval(parent(p)) is 
the same in both E and E,, and the expressions are identical elsewhere. If r 
and p contain or, then parent(p) contains and, and the same argument 
applies with the role of true and false interchanged. 
(c) The argument is similar to (b). 
(d) The argument is similar to (a). 1 
The unit clause rule of the Davis-Putnam procedure is a special case of 
the above dominance lemma. 
The next lemma allows us to identify situations in which two variables 
may be collapsed into one. For expressions in clause form this lemma is 
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not needed: whenever its conditions apply, the dominance lemma also 
applies and is more powerful. Consider this simple example: 
Let E be a succinct AND-OR tree in which the only occurrences 
of x, 1, y, j are as follows: some subtree contains x A y A ... and 
some other subtree contains 2 v J v . . 
Here x and y could be represented by a single literal with z = x A y, 
z” = 2 v 9. Looking more closely, we see that we can simply assign y = true, 
identify the new literal z with x, and preserve satisliability. 
DEFINITION. A node is said to be under an and or or, if the parent of 
that node contains and or or, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A literal x in a succinct expression E is said to be 
symmetric (in E) if the following conditions hold: 
(a) Let {ni, i= 1, . . . . k) be the defining subset of x. Then parent 
contains and for i= 1, . . . . k. 
(b) Let {m,, i= 1, . . . . p) be the defining subset of 2:. Then parent 
contains or for i = 1, . . . . p. 
DEFINITION. Let variable v be associated with literals x and 2 in 
succinct expression E; i.e., either .Y = u or .?= u. Then o is said to be 
symmetric (in E) if either .Y or .F is symmetric in E. 
DEFINITION. A variable is said to be mixed if it is not symmetric. 
The qualification “in E” will be omitted where the meaning is clear 
without it. The motiviation for the term “symmetric” lies in the effect of 
assignments to x on the main subexpressions containing x and 2, i.e., those 
rooted at the parents of their defining subsets. If x = true, none of these 
subexpressions necessarily become resolved (i.e., evaluate to true or false); 
if x = false, the delining parents of x resolve to false, while the defining 
parents of .? resolve to true. Thus the resolving effect of each assignment is 
symmetric between .Y and f. 
LEMMA 6.3 (symmetric collapsibility lemma). Let x, y be symmetric 
liter& in succinct expression E, and let families(x) = families( y) and 
families(l) = families ( j). Then E is satisfiable if and only if it is satisfiable 
with an assignment containing y = true. 
Proof: 1s is immediate. 
Only if: Let { n,, i = 1, . . . . k 1 be the defining subset of x, and let 
(mi, j= 1, . . . . p) be the defining subset of 2. Let S, be the subexpression 
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rooted at parent( and let Rj be the subexpression rooted at parent( 
Then Si all contain and at their roots, and Rj all contain or at their roots. 
Suppose some assignment including y = false satisfies E. Since x and y 
have the same families and the same is true for 1 and p, it follows for all 
applicable i, j: 
eval(S,, I = false A v = true) = false = eval(S,, y = false), 
eval( R,, x = false A v = true) = true = eval( R,, v = false). 
But X, 1, ~1, j do not effect E - U Si - U R/y -SO 
eval( E, x = false A y = true) = eval( E, y = false). 
Consequently, E is also satisfiable by an assignment containing 
y = true. 1 
The next two lemmas are important because, unlike the preceding one, 
they can apply to expressions in conjunctive normal form (CNF). 
LEMMA 6.4 (mixed collapsibility lemma). Let x, y be mixed literals in 
succinct expression E, and let families(y) c families(x) and families(j) c 
families(l). 
(a) Zf all nodes in the defining subsets of y and jj are under ors (see 
Fig, 6.21, then E is satisfiable if and only ifit is satisfiable with an assignment 
in which y = .?. In this case, all those ors may be replaced by the constant 
true. 
(b) If all nodes in the defining subsets of y and j are under ands, then 
E is satisfiable tf and only if it is satisfiable with an assignment in which 
y = x. In this case, all occurrences of y and jj may be pruned from E. 
Proof: Zf is immediate. 
0nl.v if: Let {ni, i = 1, . . . . k} be the defining subset of y, and let 
----- 
FIG. 6.2. Illustration of mixed colapsibility. 
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(mj, j= 1, . . . . p) be the defining subset of 9. Let Si be the subexpression 
rooted at parent( and let Rj be the subexpression rooted at parent( 
Case (a) S, and Rj all contain or at their roots. It follows for all 
applicable i, j: 
eval(S,, y  = 2) = true > eval(Sj, y = x), 
eval(R,, y  = 2) = true 2 eval(R,, y = x). 
But y, j do not effect E - u Si- U R,, so 
eval(E, y = Z) > eval( E, y = x). 
Consequently, if E is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable by an assignment in 
which y =1. 
Case (b) Si and R, all contain and at their roots. It follows for all 
applicable i, j: 
eval(S,, y=x)>false=eval(S,, y=.f), 
eval( Rj, y = x) > false = eval(R,, y = a). 
But y, j do not effect E - USi- U R,, so 
eval( E, y = x) 2 eval(E, y = Z). 
Consequently, if E is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable by an assignment in 
which y = x. With this substitution, the nodes that used to contain y and J 
become redundant, so may be pruned. 1 
The next lemma is useful mainly on expressions in CNF, although it is 
stated in more generality. When applicable, it shortens the expression by 
two literals and removes one variable. Its repeated application to a CNF 
expression eliminates all nontrivial variables with only two occurrences. 
LEMMA 6.5 (elementary resolution lemma). Let the only occurrences of 
literals x and 2 in succinct expression E be in the subexpression 
(x v A) A (2 v B), where A and B are any subexpressions. Construct E, by 
replacing that subexpression by (A v B). Then E is satisfiable if and only if 
E, is. 
Proof. The original subexpression is satisfiable if and only if at least 
one of A and B is. 1 
By checking for satistiability preserving rules, we give ourselves the 
opportunity to reduce the problem size while creating just one subproblem. 
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Such rules do not contribute to exponential growth. However, the most 
important feature of the satistiability preserving rules embodied in these 
lemmas is that they enable the exponential growth rate to be reduced by 
attacking some of the worst cases. This idea is developed in the next 
section. 
7. BRANCHING RULES OF THE ALGORITHM 
In this section we consider a succinct expression, in which none of the 
lemmas of the previous section apply, and investigate how to choose a 
variable to “branch” on in such a way that the exponential growth rate is 
low. The basic approach is to try to make the reduction in problem size 
high. The analysis involves a fairly tedious enumeration of cases. However, 
the end result is that a worst case growth rate of less than 2(0.25+E)L can be 
achieved. 
We note that whenever the operation at the root of the expression is an 
or, then it suffices to solve each subtree of the root independently. Although 
this possibility must be programmed, it cannot contribute to exponential 
growth, so for this analysis we assume that the operator at the root is an 
and. 
The “branch” variable is of course the variable that is assigned true in 
one subproblem and false in the other. In general, each assignment reduces 
its subproblem’s size by some constant, and both subproblems need to be 
solved to get the solution to the base problem. We choose the branch 
variable by means of a prioritized list of rules, A, B, C, and D, where A has 
highest priority. The rule of highest priority whose requirements are met is 
the one to be applied. With each rule we associate a case of the same name, 
i.e., Case A, Case B, etc. Within cases there may be subcases that depend 
on further particulars of the expression. We will use the fact that Case B 
only arises when Case A does not, and so on, without mentioning it again. 
For each case (or subcase) we seek the list of positive integers that charac- 
terizes the worst case reductions in subproblem size for that case. The 
worst case is that combination that results in the highest value of y in the 
solution of Eq. (5.5). In our analysis, all cases produce two subproblems, so 
are characterized by two such positive integers, one corresponding to 
u = true and the other to v = false. In general, these two integers are not 
equal. A case would involve more than two subproblems were the analysis 
to carry two recursive levels down, in order to derive a tighter bound. 
Now we summarize the rules used by the algorithm, and what “branch” 
variable is chosen in each rule. In this summary, x and 1 will always 
represent the literals associated with variable u. Recall the definitions of 
mixed and symmetric preceding Lemma 6.3. 
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Rule A. Some variable occurs more than 3 times. For each variable u, 
let score(u) equal the product of the number of occurrences of x and the 
number of occurrences of 2. Choose a variable u with maximum score as 
the “branch” variable. If more than one such variable exists, prefer mixed 
to symmetric. 
Rule B. Some variable occurs 3 times. Choose one such variable u as 
the “branch” variable. If more than one such variable exists, prefer mixed 
to symmetric. 
The remaining cases concern expressions in which every variable occurs 
exactly twice. 
Rule C. Some variable is mixed. Choose one such variable o as the 
“branch” variable. 
Rule D. All variables are symmetric. Choose any variable u as the 
“branch” variable. 
In the following theorem, we analyze the worst case reductions in size 
that result from using the preceding prioritized list of rules. Before 
proceding to the theorem, we present two lemmas. The first sometimes 
allows us to select the worst case among alternatives without solving 
Eq. (5.5) for each alternative. The second establishes a simple lower bound 
on the reduction in length. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let integers a, 6, c, d be such that a+ b=c+d and 
0 < a < c < d < b. Let y(m, n) be the positive real solution of 
Then y(a, b) > y(c, d). In other words, between two cases that achieve the 
same total reduction in subproblem lengths, the more extreme case is the 
worst. 
Proof We restrict our attention to the region of interest, i.e., everything 
positive. Here f,, is decreasing in y. Let e = (m - n)/2. Then 
fm,(Y)=Y m+nqye+ y-r). 
For m + n and y held constant this expression has a unique minimum at 
e = 0. Therefore (with m + n held constant), as e increases in absolute 
value, y must also increase to maintain the value off,, at 1. 1 
LEMMA 7.2. If variable v occurs k times in a succinct AND-OR tree with 
no dominant nodes, and it is chosen as the branch variable, then the sum of 
reductions in the two subproblems is at least 3k. 
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Proof Each node n in which v or i? occurs is in the apprpriate defining 
subset. There must be some other leaf in family(n); it contains neither v nor 
0” or n would be cominant. One assignment to u eliminates n and the other 
eliminates family(n), for a total of at least 3 among both assignments. 1 
THEOREM 7.3. Let the algorithm outlined in Section 4 choose the 
“branch” variable according to Rules A, B, C, and D stated above. Then the 




D= {2, S}. 
Proof: In this proof, x and B will always represent the literals 
associated with variable v. 
Case A. Some variable occurs more than 3 times. Rule A is applied to 
choose variable v. Each assignment to v reduces the expression length by at 
least 4. By Lemma 7.2, the sum of the reductions for both assignments is at 
least 12. By Lemma 7.1, the worst possibility is that one assignment reduces 
by 4 and the other by, 8. Therefore A = {4,8}. 
Case B. Some variable occurs exactly 3 times. Rule B is applied to 
choose one such variable u. Without loss of generality, assume x occurs 
twice and 2 once. There are subcases depending on what operations x and 
1 are under. Figure 7.1 illustrates a typical subspace. In Subcases B3. and 
B6 v is symmetric; in the others it is mixed. 
Subcase Bl. Both x are under and, and P is under an and. Each 
assignment to x reduces by at least 4 because either families(x) or 
families(Z) disappears, as well as the leaves containing x and 2. But by 
Lemma 7.2 the sum of reductions is at least 9. Therefore, Bl = (4,5). 
Subcase B2. One instance of x, say n, , is under an and, the other, n,, 
is under an or, and 1 is under an and. Each assignment to x reduces by at 
least 4 because either family(n,) or family(n,) disappears, as well as the 
leaves containing x and 2. But by. Lemma 7.2 the sum of reductions is at 
least 9. Therefore, B2 = { 4, 5 }. 
Subcase B3. Both x are under and, and I is under an or. Consider the 
assignment x = true. Both instances of x disappear, as well as 1, for a total 
reduction of at least 3 leaves. Now consider x = false. All of families(x) 
disappears, plus families (Z), for a total reduction of at least 6 nodes. That 
is, B3 = (3, 6). 
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FIG. 7.1. Case B2. 
Subcase B4. Both x are under or, and ,? is under an or. This is similar 
to Bl. 
Subcase B5. One instance of x is under an and, the other is under an 
or, and 1 is under an or. This is similar to B2. 
Subcase B6. Both x are under or, and 2 is under an and. This is 
similar to B3 with true and false interchanged. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 7.1, we conclude that B = {3, 6). 
The remaining cases concern expressions in which every variable occurs 
exactly twice, and hence every literal occurs exactly once with each 
polarity. 
Case C. Some variable is mixed. Apply Rule C to choose one such 
variable u as the “branch” variable. The parents of x and ,i! must both 
contain the same operation. 
Subcase C 1. Both x and K are under an or. Consider the assignment 
x = true. Then families(x) and 1 disappear for a total of at least 3 nodes. 
But since every variable occurs exactly twice, if an odd number of nodes 
disappear, some remaining variable occurs once and can be eliminated 
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using the triviality lemma. Therefore, the reduction is at least 4 nodes. 
A similar argument applies to the assignment x = false. 
Subcase C2. Both x and 1 are under an and. This is similar to Cl 
with true and false interchanged. 
Therefore, we conclude that C= {4,4}. 
Case D. All variables are symmetric. Apply Rule D to choose any 
variable u as the “branch” variable. Without loss of generality, assume that 
all literals are named so that x, is under an and and Zi is under an or. 
Subcase Dl. At least one of families(x) and families(T) contains more 
than two leaf nodes. First let families(x) contain 3 or more nodes. With the 
assignment x = true, we can only count on x and I disappearing for a 
reduction of 2 nodes. Consider the assignment x = false. Now both 
families(x) and families(Z) disappear, but in addition there is a domino 
effect. If families(x) contains 5 nodes, then 7 disappear plus an unpaired 
one that can be eliminated by the triviality lemma, for a total of 8; so con- 
sider smaller cases. Let families(l) = { I, G}. (When it is larger, a reduction 
of 8 is easy to show using a similar argument.) Now examination of all 
possibilities in which families(x) has 3 or 4 nodes (keeping in mind the 
restriction to all symmetric variables, no dominance, and no collapsibility) 
reveals that there must be at least two additional literals (not complements 
of fi or each other) that occur in families(x). (See Fig. 7.2.) When one 
literal associated with a variable disappears, the other can be eliminated by 
the triviality lemma, so in all, at least 4 variables, hence 8 literals disappear. 
Thus Dl = f2,8>. 
Subcase D2. Both families(x) and families(k) contain exactly two leaf 
nodes. As in Dl, the assignment u = true produces a reduction of 2 nodes. 
Consider the assignment u = false. Let w  be the other literal in families(x), 
and let j be the other literal in families(l). (See Fig. 7.3) (w and y cannot 
be the same literal or they would be collapsible into x.) Both w  and J dis- 
appear, so 6 and y become trivial, and may be assigned true. But E is 
FIG. 7.2. Possibilities for families(x) in Subcase Dl. 
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FIG. 7.3. Illustration of Subcase D2. 
under an or, so assigning true to it causes families(E) to disappear. Also, J’ 
disappears. If families(G) contains 3 or more nodes, this an immediate 
reduction of 7 or more, but exactly 7 would allow elimination of the 
unpaired node also, for a total reduction of 8. If families(G) contains 2 
nodes, let z’ be the other nodes, as shown in the diagram. It disappears, so 2 
becomes trivial and disappears. This again brings the reduction to 8. Thus 
D2 achieves the same reductions as Dl. 
Therefore, we conclude that D = { 2, 8}, concluding the proof. [ 
We should emphasize that this theorem provides an upper bound only, 
which is not ncessarily “tight.” A tighter bound might be possible by 
expoloring the worst cases above more carefully, including looking at the 
next level of recursion. 
We now turn to the evaluation of ‘J*, the exponential growth rate, as 
defined following Eq. (5.5). 
COROLLARY 7.4. The algorithm’s running time is O(2’“.25 fE’L). 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, yA < yB, and obviously yc = 2°.25, so it remains 
to compare B and D to C. The defining equations are: 
Y;6+Y+ 1 (7.1) 
y;s+y;2= 1. (7.2) 
The solutions to five decimal places are yB = 2°.2314’ and y. = 2°.23248. So 
Y*=Yc. I 
COROLLARY 7.5. The Davis-Putnam procedure has a worst case upper 
bound of 0(2’.” + 6’L ) when the input is presented in clause form. 
Proof: Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 were not used to prove Theorem 7.3. 
Lemma 6.1 applied to expressions in clause form is equivalent to the pure 
literal rule. Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 applied to expressions in clause form are 
equivalent to the unit clause rule. Without Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, the 
algorithm here becomes equivalent to the Davis-Putnam procedure. 1 
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What happencs when the algorithm is used with Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 on 
CNF expressions? A substantial improvement in growth rate can be 
guaranteed. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let the expression to be solved be in conjunctive normal 
form. Let the algorithm outlined in Section 4 choose the “branch” variable 
according to Rules A, B, C, and D stated above. Then Cases C and D will not 
occur, and Cases A and B can he characterized by the following sets of 
integers : 
A = (6, 101 
B= (7, 9). 
ProoJ Lemmas 6.1 and 6.5 guarantee that branching occurs only on 
expressions in which every variable occurs at least three times, so Cases C 
and D do not occur. If the “branch” variable v (whose literals are denoted 
by x and K, as in Theorem 7.3) occurs in any two-literal clause, say 
(X v y), then y will become a unit clause in one of the two branches and 
allow further reductions in that branch by Lemma 6.2. Case by case 
examination shows that these reductions are always more favorable than 
when v is not in any two-literal clauses. Note that Lemma 6.4 rules out the 
case in which the only occurrences of X, y, and their complements are 
(x v ,r), (x v y) (sic), and (Z v 9). Another critical case is (X v y), 
(x v p), and (2 v y). In this case v = false produces an expression with 
contradictory unit clauses, y and j, which is solved immediately, so for 
practical purposes there was only one branch for v. Details of other cases 
for two-literal clauses are omitted. Now we assume that v occurs only in 
clauses of three or more literals. 
Case A. When v has two positive and two negative occurrences, reduc- 
tions of 8 for each assignment are straightforward. When v has three 
occurrences of one polarity, say positive, and one of the complement, then 
reductions of 10 for v = true and 6 for v = false are immediate. Thus by 
Lemma 7.1, A = (6, lo}. 
Case B. Since all variables have exactly three occurrences, those that 
occur in the same clauses as x are reduced to two occurrences when 
v = false and those that occur in the same clauses as .? are reduced to two 
occurrences when v = true. Such variables are eliminated without branching 
by Lemma 6.1 or 6.5. Including these reductions, B= (7, 9}. 1 
COROLLARY 7.7. The algorithm’s running time is 0(2°.‘28L) when the 
expression is in conjunctive normal form. 
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Proof. By Lemma 7.1, ya > ye, and its defining equation is 
;)~6+~;1”= 1. (7.3) 
Its solution to five decimal places is ya = 2°.12782, hence y* < 2’.lz8. 1 
8. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
A program implementing this algorithm was written in Franz Lisp. Non- 
clausal expressions ranging in size from 48 to 106 literals and 12 to 32 
variables were solved and timed on a Digital Equipment Vax 11/780. 
(Transforming to clause form would have yielded substantially larger 
sizes.) We tried to make these difficult cases for the algorithm by limiting 
initial opportunities for it to apply the important lemmas, but they 
certainly do not represent worst cases. (Other tests, made up without 
inspecting the algorithm, were an order of magnitude faster and are not 
reported.) 
For comparison, most expressions were also solved by Quine’s method 
(the same program with the dominance and collapsibility lemmas (6.2, 6.3, 
and 6.4) disabled, but the triviality lemma (6.1) in force). Tests results are 
summarized in Table I. 
The program discontinues branching when expressions reduce to live or 
fewer variables, using a direct truth table instead; therefore the branching 
figures should be interpreted relatively, not absolutely. The larger tests 
suggest a growth rate of 2 L”2 but the data is nowhere nearly sufficient to , 
support this as a firm conclusion. 
TABLE I 
Results of Tests 
Expression size Main algorithm Quine method 
Literals Variables Assignments CPU Assignments CPU 
48 12 18 (24.2) 12 31 (25.9 11 
61 20 28 (248) 32 242 P9) 98 
72 24 44 (255) 38 2310 (2'12) 724 
106 32 310 (28') 314 ? 
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